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1 Introduction and Basic Formulation

Liouville’s theorem describes the evolution of the distribution function in phase space for a
Hamiltonian system. It is a fundamental theory in classical mechanics and has a straight-
forward generalization to quantum systems. The basic idea of Liouville’s theorem can be
presented in a basic, geometric fashion. The mathematical derivation is also rather straight-
forward. Liouville’s theorem applies to all Hamiltonian systems with number of particles.
The single particle case is important but rather boring. The theorem becomes more im-
portant in classical statistical mechanics as the particle number becomes very large. In
particular, Liouville’s theorem, along with its partners ergodicity, entropy, and Poincare’s
recurrence theorem, describe the equilibration and fluctuations of a dynamical system. This
report is based in classical mechanics, but because of the utility of Liouville’s theorem in
many particle physics, it includes many ideas from statistical mechanics. References [3] [5]
[4] [2] [1] are listed in arbitrary order.

N particles in a Hamltionian system can be described by their position in phase space, the
6N dimensional space with 3 coordinate axes and 3 momentum axes. A particle’s location
in phase space is equivalent to specifying its position and momentum. Trajectories through
phase space, then, are the dynamical paths taken by particles in the system. Because phase
space is cartesian, its volume element can be written dVPhase = dx dy dz dpx dpy dpz with
units m3(Ns)3. The distribution function f(r,p, t) relates phase space volume elements to
the number of particles in that volume. In differential form, this takes the form

dN = f(r,p, t)dx dy dz dpx dpy dpz = f(r,p, t)d3x d3p (1)

Again, the distribution function f is the number of volume elements occupying the differential
phase space volume d3x d3p.

Liouville’s theorem is concerned with the time evolution of distribution functions. We
start this discussion by considering the simplest case of a collection free particles. If the initial
conditions of the problem dictate that the occupied volume in phase space is a hypercube,
how does the system evolve? States farthest from the origin in the direction of momentum
will shift the most as the system evolves. This is not due to any external forces, only the
initial conditions causing the hypercube to distort. States closer to the origin will shift
less, and the cube will be a distorted 6 dimensional parallelogram with its center shifted
along the position axes from its initial position. As certain corners of the distribution shift
further from each other, opposite pairs of corners shift closer together. The distribution is
effectively stretched in the direction with the greatest initial momentum. The volume of
this occupied phase space element is constant, however. Because no particles have been
created or destroyed, we can also say the density of the occupied element is constant. This
transformation is displayed graphically in Fig. 1. The previous example can be generalized
to include conservative forces. As the initial hypercube is allowed to evolve, the momentum
is no longer constant, and the center of the element is able to shift along all position and
momentum axes. The displacement vector from the initial center to the time dependent
center is not particularly meaningful - there is no meaningful metric in phase space. The
hypercube can shift in all directions, though, and will now distort based on the strength of
the forces in the three directions and the initial momentum in each direction. The volume,
particle number, and phase space density all remain constant as in the zero force case.
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Figure 1: Displacement in phase space of an initial hypercube subject to zero (a) and constant
(b) forces.

The constant density of particles in phase space is one loosely worded version of Liouville’s
theorem.

2 Derivation of Boltzmann Equation and Liouville’s

Theorem

Continuity equations describe the rate of change of particles at a point in space as a function
of the particle velocities, density gradients, forces, and any particle sources or sinks. First
consider the steady flow of a fluid through space. The total number of particles in a closed
surface is found by integrating the particle density over the volume of the surface. For the
number of particles in the volume to change in time, there must be a net flux of particles
in or out of the surface. Integrating the velocity at any time over the surface of the sphere
gives the following relation

∂N

∂t
= −

∫ ∫
nv · dS (2)

where n is the particle density. After applying Gauss’ theorem, one obtains the well known
continuity equation.

∂n

∂t
= −∇ · (nvb) (3)

The rate of change of the density depends on the sources of particles. This can be straight-
forwardly generalized to 6N dimensional phase space by replacing ∇ with a 6 dimensional
divergence - 3 coordinate and 3 momentum derivatives. Expanding the derivatives gives Eq.
4.

∂f

∂t
= −v · ∇f − f∇ · v− F · ∇pf − f∇p · F (4)

The ∇ · v term can be discarded. This divergence is three partial derivatives over position,
keeping all other variable constant. Since the pi are held constant, the vi are as well and
this term is zero. We discard another term in this equation with the common restriction of
conservative systems. If the p-divergence of the force is zero, we can discard the fourth term
on the right side. In other words, the force cannot depend on momentum, i.e. conservative
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forces only from this point on in the derivation. Adding a collision term of the form δf/δt
gives the Boltzmann transport equation, which is useful in its own right. Excluding the
collision term will lead to Liouville’s theorem, however. Generalizing the remaining terms
to multiple particles, and recognizing the velocity as dx/dt and force as dp/dt, one gets the
Liouville equation.

∂f

∂t
+
∑
i

∂f

∂xi

dxi
dt

+
∑
i

∂f

∂pi

dpi
dt

= 0 (5)

Eq. 5 can be recognized as the total derivative of the distribution function f . Indeed, Liou-
ville’s theorem says the density of a vanishingly small element of phase space is conserved in
time as it is followed around a phase space trajectory. The partial derivative equates explicit
time changes in the distribution function to the forces on the system and the instantaneous
velocities - this is true if one observes a fixed surface in phase space and allows density to
flow through it. The total derivative, on the other hand, tracks the time evolution of the
coordinates as well, not only the distribution function. Thus, Liouville’s theorem states that
the phase space density of a certain element as it moves in phase space is fixed, df/dt = 0.

One can return to the geometric argument presented in the first section as well. Conser-
vation of particles in phase space requires

d

dt
(f(r,p, t)d3x d3p) = 0 (6)

Applying the chain rule to the derivative above, we see that d
dt
d3xd3p = 0 since f can take

arbitrary values. This alternative statement of Liouville’s theorem is that the volume occu-
pied by a given set of particles is conserved as one tracks the particles through phase space.
This is exactly the conclusion drawn from the simple hypercube evolution in the previous
section. These two definitions can be combined as the condition of incompressible flow in
phase space. Analogously and perhaps more intuitively in fluid mechanics, incompressible
flow occurs under the condition dρ/dt = 0 for density ρ. This behavior can be seen in either
statement of Liouville’s theorem - small volumes in phase space can be twisted and stretched,
but can never be destroyed.

3 Alternative Derivation

Phase space is the 6N dimensional space describing the position and momentum of each of
the N particles of a dynamical system. At any time t, the system is wholly described by
its configuration in phase space, denoted P (~q, ~p) for 3N dimensional vectors ~q and ~p. At
a later time t′, the system will evolve to a new configuration P (~q′, ~p′) given by integrating
Hamilton’s equations. In this manner, the new phase space coordinates ~q′ and ~p′ can be
considered a function of the previous coordinates at t. The phase space volume elements at
different times can be related by Eq. 7.

dV ′ = J(t, t′)dV (7)

J(t, t′) is the Jacobian determinant of the transformation, i.e.

J(t, t′) =
∂(~qk

′, ~pk
′)

∂(~qi, ~pi)
(8)
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J(t, t′) uses the transformations of individual coordinates to describe the transformation of
the entire volume element dV . If t = t′, then ~pk = ~pk

′ and ~qk = ~qk
′, meaning only the

diagonal elemements of the Jacobian matrix survive. This leaves the identity J(t, t) = 1, a
pleasing result.

Now let t′ = t + dt and keep terms first order in dt. Hamilton’s equations give the
following.

ṗk =
dpk
dt

= −∂H
∂qk

(9)

q̇k =
dqk
dt

= −∂H
∂pk

(10)

p′k = pk −
∂H

∂qk
dt (11)

q′k = qk +
∂H

∂pk
dt (12)

Evaluating the determinant in Eq. 7 to first order in dt to get J(t, t+ dt) gives Eq. 14.

J(t, t+ dt) ≈ 1 +
∑
k

(
∂2H

∂pkqk
− ∂2H

∂pkqk

)
dt = 1 (13)

J(t, t+ dt) = J(t, t) +
∂

∂t
J(t′′, t)

∣∣∣∣
t′′=t

dt = 1 (14)

The second line in Eq. 4 is a simple taylor expansion for infinitesimal distance dt away from
time t. We previously showed that J(t, t) = 1. Together, these results tell us that

∂

∂t
J(t′′, t)

∣∣∣∣
t′′=t

= 0 (15)

This is a key element in this derivation of Liouville’s theorem. Remembering that J(t, t′)
describes the transformation of some phase space volume from dV to dV ′, we can write a
composite transformation as a product of J ’s.

dV ′ = J(t, t′′)J(t′′, t′)dV = J(t, t′)dV (16)

The composite transformation can be written J(t, t′) = J(t, t′′)J(t′′, t′). Now take the deriva-
tive of J(t, t′) with respect to t′ and evaluate at t′′ = t′.

∂J(t, t′)

∂t′
= J(t, t′′)

∂

∂t′
J(t′′, t′)

∣∣∣∣
t′′=t′

(17)

Eq. 15 implies that the partial derivative on the right side of Eq. 17 is zero, since Eq. 15
holds for arbitrary time t. Since the right side of Eq. 17 equals zero, so must the left side.

∂

∂t′
J(t, t′) = 0 (18)
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Eq. 18 describes the time evolution of J for arbitrary values of t and t′. This is a first order
differential equation for the jacobian determinant. The initial condition at t′ = t is J(t, t) =
1. Since the transformation J(t, t′) does not change with respect to the final time t′ by Eq.
18, J(t, t′) = 1 for all times t′. Since J(t, t′) is the transformation of differential volumes in
phase space, we conclude that dV ′ = dV . The magnitude of an arbitrary, differential volume
element in phase space does not change along its trajectory through phase space. This is
Liouville’s theorem.

The same result holds for any finite, closed volume in phase space along the phase space
trajectories. For every infinitesimal volume element dV in some finite region R there is
a corresponding equal volume element dV ′ at a later time t′ dictated by the equations
of motion. This is a more fundamenta derivation of Liouville’s theorem than discussed
previously. A simple example helps illustrate the utility of this transformation method.
Consider a free particle in one dimension. Hamilton’s equations give time evolution according
to

ṗ = −∂H
∂q

= 0 (19)

q̇ =
∂H

∂p
=

p

m
(20)

Integrating these equations gives p = constant and q = (p/m)t. In the previous notation of
transformations from t to t′, the evolution is

p′ = p (21)

q′ = q +
p

m
(t′ − t) (22)

The Jacobian of this transformation is readily evaluated in Eq. 23.

J(t, t′) =

∣∣∣∣∂p′∂p
∂q′

∂p
∂p′

∂a
∂q′

∂q

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣1 t′−t
m

0 1

∣∣∣∣ = 1 (23)

This is a specific example of the general result to illustrate the application of Liouville’s
theorem. Constructing the determinant J(t, t′) quickly becomes an impossible task for larger
systems with mutiple particles.

4 Example: Photons in Phase Space

To illustrate the versatility of Liouville’s theorem, we consider the application to massless
particles. Liouville’s theorem correctly describes a number of properties associated with light
propagation, including brightness and specific intensity.

We start with the usual prescription of describing the distribution of a system of N
photons in phase space. The distribution in phase phase is given by

dN = f(r,p, t)d3rd3p (24)
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It is helpful for radiative systems to switch to spherical coordinates. In this coordinate
system, the differential elements are as follows.

d3p = p2dpdΩ =
1

c3
E2dEdΩ (25)

d3r = cdxdydt = cd2Σdt (26)

dΩ is the solid angle subtended by the photons. The substitution in the first line of Eq.
26 uses the fact that p is proportional to E for photons, i.e. massless particles have linear
dispersion. Because the particles all travel with speed c, the differential volume occupied by
the particles is related to the flux over a differential area d2Σ multiplied by a differential time
dt. By simple dimensional analysis, one can confirm that the second equation in Eq. 26 has
the proper units of volume. By conservation of phase space volume (Liouville’s theorem),
we can see that the product of spatial density with momentum density must be constant.
Close to a light source, a ray of photons occupies a small physical volume (high density), but
their relative trajectories are distributed across several momentum vectors (low momentum
density). Far from a light source, a ray of photons is diffuse in physical space (low density),
but highly collimated in direction (high momentum density). Therefore, dilution of photon
density is always paired with increased collimation - their product must be constant. This
characteristic is reminiscent of something like a classical uncertainty principle for a collection
of particles. If you squeeze particles together in space, their spread in momentum space
increases.

Let’s use these phase space relationships to compute the total photon energy density in a
small volume of phase space. Let dε denote the diffential energy in a small volume of phase
space.

dε = f(r,p, t)Ed3xd3p (27)

= Ef(r,p, t)(cd2Σdt)(
1

c3
E2dEdΩ) (28)

= Id2ΣdtdEdΩ (29)

The specific intensity I is defined as I = f(r,p, t)E3/c2). Because the distribution function
f is conserved by Liouville’s theorem and E is constant for each photon, specific intensity I
is also conserved. If you look at a light source while moving farther away from it, its “surface
brightness” is constant. This is a well known effect we have all experienced - the radiated
energy is constant over any area of interest. This is explained fundamentally by Liouville’s
theorem. This has some interesting consequences in optics. For instance, no telescope,
however large, can make an object look brighter - it can only make it look larger. We have
used the notion of photons here, but it is not essential to the physics and the explanation
is equivalent for classical radiation. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the occupied phase space
volume for three different distances away from a radiating source. The distortion at different
distances (and equivalently, times) is similar to the initial example discussed in section 1.
At the nearest distance (A), the photons are concentrated in a relatively small volume of
position space. At the furthest distance (C), the spread in position is large, corresponding
to a low density in position space. Small horizontal slices of each parallelogram correspond
to particles at the same momentum. As the distance from the source increases from A to C,
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Figure 2: Displacement in phase space of a collection of photons some distance away from
their source.

the number of particles in a single horizontal slice increases. The photons become collimated
at large distances. As the distance approaches infinity, the parallelogram approaches a thin
horizontal rectangle along the position axis - the photons are perfectly collimated with a
large spread in their position.

5 Ergodicity

As the number of particles in a Hamiltonian system becomes very large, statistical aver-
ages over microstates become meaningful. As a result, Liouville’s theorem has interesting
implications in statistical mechanics. An ergodic system is one that is thoroughly mixed
by time evolution. All components of phase space pass arbitrarily close to other points of
the constant energy surface in an ergodic system. This is the reason that time averages
of statistical quantities are assumed equal to averages of the corresponding microcanonical
ensemble. An ergodic system is very well “stirred” by time; over long enough time scales, all
microstates of constant energy are accessed. An alternative definition of ergodicity examines
a vanishingly small fraction of the energy surface. Define an element R of the energy surface
S that remains invariant under phase space flow. The set R is independent of time evolution.
A system is ergodic if and only if the element R has zero volume or has a volume equal to
that enclosed by the surface S. If any finite volume of phase space is not mixed with the
rest of the energy surface, the system is not ergodic.

The connection between ensemble averages and temporal averages is important to our
interpretation of experimental results. Physicists cannot typically measure an ensemble of
identical systems at the same time started from the same initial conditions to determine the
equilibrium state. This would be a true ensemble average. Instead, we measure the same sys-
tem several times to draw conclusions about its equilibrium state. Because an ergodic system
is guaranteed to explore all microstates of the system, a continuous temporal measurement
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over something akin to the “period” of the system is equivalent to the true ensemble average.
This idea is closely related to Poincare’s recurrence theorem, to be discussed later. These
measurements include even extreme fluctuations away from what is considered equilibrium.
Again, the ergodic hypothesis is that temporal averages are equivalent to microcanonical en-
semble averages, a consequence of Liouville’s theorem. Eq. 31 represents this relationship
mathematically.

〈f〉 =

∫
Γ

f(x)dµ(x) (30)

= f̄ =
1

T

∫ T

0

dtf(x(t)) T →∞ (31)

dµ(x) is the integration measure for phase space. While ergodicity is a fairly intuitive
concept, it is usually difficult to prove for a real system. Often, it is taken as a postulate of
a system so experimental results are meaningful in the previous temporal/ensemble average
context. In practice, this has been proven for relatively few systems (among them collisions
of hard spheres and geodesic motion on finite surfaces with constant negative curvature).
A system with multiple disjointed surfaces in phase space, all at a constant energy, is not
ergodic since it is discontinuous. The topology of the energy surface can reveal much about
the ergodicity or validity of Liouville’s theorem, as well as the validity of Poincare’s recurrence
theorem (to be discussed later). I cannot think of any physical systems this specific example
represents, but there certainly are non-ergodic systems. Ferromagnets and glassy systems
are two examples of such non-ergodic systems. In both cases, the system is able to explore
only a subset of all equal energy states, though it explores this subset ergodically.

6 Poincare Recurrence Theorem

Because Liouville’s theorem is so fundamental and versatile in classical statistical mechan-
ics, it is not surprising it is an important component of other theories related to entropy,
reversibility, and ergodicity (previously discussed). One example of a conjecture that hinges
on Liouville’s theorem is Poincare’s recurrence theorem. Poincare’s theorem states that, for
a large class of systems, a dynamical system will return arbitrarily close to its initial state
after sufficiently long time.

Let the state of a dynamical system be represented by the point r in phase space. Let g0

be an arbitrary volume element contained in the phase space volume V0. After some time t,
all points in g0 will evolve into another volume element gt in a volume Vt, determined by the
initial conditions and equations of motion. For a Hamltonian system, Liouville’s theorem
applies and V0 = Vt. Let Γ0 denote the subspace of phase space that is the union of all gt
for all 0 < t < ∞. Let the volume of Γ0 be Ω0. Analogously, Γτ is is the subspace that
is the union of all gt for all τ < t < ∞. Let its volume be Ωτ . Since the energy is finite,
and assuming the spatial volume of the system is finite, both Ω0 and Ωτ are finite. These
definitions imply that Γ0 contains Γτ , since it is permissible for τ to run from 0 < τ < ∞.
If Γ0 is occupied by the distribution function of the system f(r,p, t) and allowed to evolve,
it is obvious that after time τ , Γ0 will become Γτ . Liouville’s theorem mandates that the
volume of the phase space element is invariant, Ω0 = Ωτ .
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Recall that Γ0 contains Γτ . That is, all states evolved from g0 are contained in Γ0.
Because Ω0 has the same volume as Ωτ , we conclude that Γ0 and Γτ contain the same set of
points. Because Γτ contains all initial configurations g0, at least one future state gτ is equal
to the initial state g0. Therefore, all points in the element g0 must return to g0 after some
sufficiently long time.

This is a powerful theorem related to entropy and fluctuations about equilibrium. It is
similar in flavor to microcanonical ensembles where all microstates are accessible with some
nonzero probability. Poincare’s recurrence theorem says that the initial state, no matter how
far from equilibrium, will still be accessed after some time. This is observed as a fluctuation
from equilibrium, and is clearly in agreement with the assumptions of microconanical statis-
tical mechanics. An alternate formulation of the proof relies on two assumptions: volume of
a finite phase space element is conserved (Liouville’s theorem) and phase space trajectories
do not intersect. We have already discussed in detail the first assumption. The second as-
sumption is a reasonable physical assumption, analogous to non-crossings of field lines. If the
trajectories did intersect, a phase space configuration placed at the intersection would have
multiple trajectories. This is not allowed in deterministic classical mechanics. With these
two assumptions in mind, imagine a small volume of phase space sweeping out its trajectory.
Because the total volume is finite, and trajectories are not allowed to cross, after some time
the volume must return to its initial location. In other words, the system will always return
to its initial state. Poincare’s theorem does not necessarily require ergodicity. The volume
element sweeping out its trajectory need not pass arbitrarily close to all other elements. In
other words, the system can return to its intial conditions before exploring all of phase space.
A simple picture of this is two disconnected phase space volumes. An initial condition in one
volume needs only to explore all elements in its home volume before returning to its intitial
state.

For an ideal gas, assume that N particles are initially in one corner of a box. Eventually,
the system must return to this Delta-function behavior if Poincare’s theorem is true. The
number of microstates available to the gas scales like V N for box volume V . If the volume
of the initial corner is v, the probability of observing the system return to the initial state is
roughly (v/V )N . For N on the order of 1023 and the initial volume as half the total volume,
v = V/2, the Poincare recurrence time is (V/v)N ≈ 21023 seconds. If one could observe
the box for this length of time, one would see all the gas particles spontaneously arrange
themselves into half of the box volume. This is certainly a rare fluctuation, commonly
handled with other methods of classical statistical mechanics.

7 Second Law of Thermodynamics

Liouville’s theorem can be used to construct a proof of the second law of thermodynam-
ics, originally attributed to Jaynes. Each microstate of a Hamiltonian system is specified
in 6N dimensional phase space by the coordinate and momentum vectors r and p. For
every microstate specified by {r,p} there exists a mirror microstate {r,−p} with opposite
momentum. Experimentally, we often have limited (or zero) knowledge of the microstate
of the system - we see only the macrostate. Allow W (A) to denote the phase volume of
macrostate A, i.e. W (A) is the number of microstates that realize macrostate A. We can
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immediately conclude that W (RA) = W (A). Consider two distinct macrostates A and B in
the same phase space. Let Γ denote the microscopic path through phase space that realizes
the macroscopic transition A → B. Denote the transformed macrostate A as TA for time
evolved A. Liouville’s theorem preserves phase space volumes. Therefore, W (TA) = W (A).
We now consider only cases where the transition A→ B is experimentally reproducible. For

Figure 3: Evolution of macrostates in a dynamical system.

this to be true, TA must lie entirely in B. We cannot control which microstate the system
evolves into, but we require that all evolved microstates TA are a subset of B. This condition
implies that W (TA) < W (B). The number of microstates for macrostate B is greater than
that of macrostate A. But Liouville’s theorem tells us W (TA) = W (A), so experimental
reproducibility of A → B means that W (A) < W (B). This condition depends only on the
initial configuration of the system because phase space volume is conserved. This is the
requirement for experimental reproducibility and one explanation for entropy, S ∝ lnW .
Consider the reverse transition: why does macrostate B not evolve into A. This is equiva-
lent to the transition RB → RA. This transition requires additional information about the
initial microstate of RB to transform it into the proper sub-region of RA - information we
don’t typically have. Because W (RA) < W (RB), this transformation is not experimentally
reproducible. Liouville’s theorem connects the time evolved state to the initial state - their
phase space volume are the same. Therefore, Liouville’s theorem places the requirement for
experimental reproducibility (second law) on initial and final states S(A) < S(B). Interest-
ingly, nowhere does any notion of time enter this argument. In this derivation, increasing
entropy is a requirement only for experimental reproducibility, not a forward direction in
time.
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8 Quantum Connection

Liouville’s theorem can be restated in terms of Poisson brackets, providing a useful connection
to quantum mechanics. Equation 5 can be rewritten using Poisson bracket notation, where

{A,B}P =
∑
α

∂A

∂qα

∂B

∂pα
− ∂A

∂pα

∂B

∂qα
(32)

Recogniizing that velocities can be reexpressed as q̇ = ∂H/∂p and momenta as ṗ = −∂H/∂q,
Liouville’s theorem takes the form of Eq. 33.

∂f

∂t
= −

∑
α

(
∂f

∂qα

∂H

∂pα
− ∂f

∂pα

∂H

∂qα

)
= −{H, f}P (33)

The time evolution of the distribution function is given by the Poisson bracket of the Hamil-
tonian with the distribution function. One correspondence between classical and quantum
mechanics is the replacement of Poisson brackets in classical mechanics by commutators in
quantum mechanics. Replacing the Poisson bracket in Eq. 33 with the commutator (and
dividing by i~ gives the quantum Liouville theorem. Quantizing the equation yields the
Von Neumann equation, which describes the time evolution of quantum mixed state. In the
quantum case, f must be replaced with the density matrix ρ. Both H and ρ are now oper-
ators, as per the usual classical-quantum transition. When the quantum Liouville theorem
is applied to the expectation value of an observable, the corresponding equation is known as
Ehrenfest’s theorem, shown in Eq. 34.

d

dt
〈A〉 =

1

i~
〈[A,H]〉 (34)

Eq. 34 gives the time evolution of the expectation value of the operator A. Expectation
values of operators that commute with the Hamiltonian, then, do not change in time. This is
the origin of stationary states in quantum mechanics. Thus, the quantum Liouville theorem,
derived from the same principles as the classical counterpart, dictates the time evolution of
operators, expectation values, and density operators in quantum mechanics.
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